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[image: An aerial shot of the scene where a shooting that injured multiple people occurred during an Eid festival in Philadelphia on 10 April, 2024]
LivePHILADELPHIA SHOOTING
Philadelphia shooting: At least three shot and five in custody as gunfire breaks out at Ramadan festival
	Multiple people shot during Eid festival in Philadelphia
	Here’s everything to know about Eid as Muslims celebrate worldwide



[image: <p>Donald Trump speaks to the media at Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport in Atlanta, Georgia</p>]
Politics
Trump says he won’t sign abortion ban into law
	Trump judge to keep Mar-a-Lago classified docs witnesses secret
	Trump files another appeal to delay hush money trial
	Trump’s abortion strategy has blown up in Arizona
	Trump is booted off Bloomberg’s Billionaire list



[image: <p>A building is reduced to rubble after severe storms hit Katy, Texas on 10 April</p>]
LiveSTORMS
Homes flood in Texas as severe storms intensify across the south



[image: <p>After promotion from the National League last season, Wrexham are trying to go back to back </p>]
SOCCER
Wrexham now just two wins away from another Hollywood promotion finale






Crime News
'Slender Man' stabbing inmate told therapist she'd 'never known how to care', release bid hearing is told
Morgan Geyser was 12 when she stabbed her friend multiple times to please a fictional character 


	Woman who stabbed classmate for ‘Slender Man’ seeks release


[image: <p>Morgan Geyser seen in the courtroom on 10 April 2024 as she appealed for an early release</p>]


[image: <p>Amro, a humanitarian aid worker with World Central Kitchen, was ‘gravely injured’ in an Israeli airstrike, the aid group said</p>]
ISRAEL-GAZA
World Central Kitchen says Israel ‘gravely injured’ another aid worker
Palestinian aid worker, identified as Amro, was injured in an airstrike on the al-Bashir Mosque



[image: ]
Livechad daybell trial
Prosecutors lay out ‘troubling story’ of apocalypse cult killings in opening statements
	Chad Daybell’s murder trial begins. Is he a doomsday cult mastermind?
	Did a doomsday cult really drive Lori Vallow to murder her children?
	Who are the key players in Chad Daybell and Lori Vallow murder case?
	What we know about the Lori Vallow and Chad Daybell ‘cult’ murder case



[image: <p>Allen Weisselberg is placed in handcuffs after his sentencing in a Manhattan criminal court on 10 April on perjury charges</p>]
Politics
Ex-Trump executive Allen Weisselberg is heading back to Rikers Island



[image: <p>James Brenner, 60, was charged with aggravated murder last year </p>]
US Crime News
‘Killer squatter’ leads cops to remains of missing farmer Dylan Rounds






[image: ]
Politics
Biden is dealing in ‘alternative facts’ on Gaza: former official
	Biden confirms support to Israel amid Iran threats
	Biden brands Israel’s actions in Gaza a ‘mistake’
	Biden criticises Israel’s Netanyahu for making ‘mistake’ over Gaza
	Biden calls for temporary ceasefire in Gaza for aid in policy shift



[image: <p>Biden says US ‘considering’ ending prosecution of Julian Assange</p>]
Politics
Biden says US ‘considering’ ending prosecution of Julian Assange


[image: <p>Amanda Knox</p>]
ITALY
Amanda Knox’s slander retrial opens in Italy



[image: <p>Elon Musk’s deposition has been released </p>]
Tech
Elon Musk admits he has two burner Twitter accounts in wild deposition






[image: Republican presidential candidate former President Donald Trump visits a Chick-fil-A eatery, Wednesday, April 10, 2024, in Atlanta]
Politics
Trump indulges a hobby – handing out fast food – as he hits Chick-fil-A and orders lunch for customers


[image: <p>The Princess of Wales is receiving chemotherapy treatment (Aaron Chown/PA)</p>]
LiveNews
William breaks social silence for first time since Kate’s diagnosis


[image: <p>Mexican news outlet accidentally broadcasts clip of man’s testicles during eclipse coverage</p>]
ECLIPSE
Mexican news outlet broadcasts man’s testicles during eclipse coverage
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Tech
Anti-ageing activist sparks controversy with picture of his face


[image: <p>Israeli demonstrators call on the government to secure the release of hostages held in the Gaza Strip by Hamas during a rally</p>]
Middle East
Hamas claims it hasn’t got 40 hostages Israel wants for ceasefire


[image: <p>House Speaker Mike Johnson addresses reporters in Washington DC on 10 April. </p>]
US politics
Trump and Johnson will hold ‘election integrity’ event at Mar-a-Lago


[image: <p>Patricia Wick, North Dakota woman who operated unlicensed day care, is sentenced to 19 years in baby’s death </p>]
Crime News
Unlicensed daycare owner gets 19 years for murder and child abuse


[image: <p>Dexter Reed, 26, was stopped for purportedly driving without a seat belt </p>]
Crime News
Bodycam shows Chicago police firing 96 times in deadly shooting


[image: <p> Eva Stebel, water researcher, pours a water sample as part of drinking water and PFAS research at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Center For Environmental Solutions and Emergency Response on Feb. 16, 2023. The Biden administration on April 10, 2024, finalized strict limits on certain so-called “forever chemicals” in drinking water </p>]
News
First-ever limits on ‘forever chemicals’ in tap water



[image: <p>Officer Ryan Westlake’s body-worn camera footage shows him shooting a 15-year-old boy who had a toy gun on 1 April 2024</p>]
Crime News
Bodycam video released of police shooting boy, 15, who had toy gun


[image: <p>Donald Trump’s Truth Social account has more than 6.8 million followers </p>]
politics
How much Truth Social executives make after Trump Media lost millions









CRUMBLEY PARENTS' SENTENCING
James and Jennifer Crumbley sentenced to 15 years prison over son's school shooting in landmark decision
The parents are the first to be jailed for involuntary manslaughter relating to a school shooting 


	How the Crumbley case could change the response to mass shootings
	James Crumbley’s threatening jailhouse calls ahead of sentencing


[image: <p>James Crumbley, his attorney Mariell Lehman, Jennifer Crumbley, and her attorney Shannon Smith, sit in court for sentencing on four counts of involuntary manslaughter for the deaths of four Oxford High School students who were shot and killed by the Crumbley parents' son, on 9 April 2024 at Oakland County Circuit Court in Pontiac, Michigan</p>]


[image: ]
LiveEurope
Missiles hit Odesa as Zelensky responds to Trump’s ‘peace deal’


[image: <p>US President Joe Biden hugs Kamala Harris, the vice-president, as Roy Cooper, the governor of North Carolina, looks on during an event at the Chavis community centre on 26 March 2024 in Raleigh, North Carolina</p>]
politics
The last line of defense for abortion rights in the South 


[image: <p>Vladimir Kara-Murza has spoken out against Vladimir Putin’s war in Ukraine </p>]
RUSSIA
Mother of jailed Putin critic says time running out to save him 


[image: ]
Lifestyle
Lenny Kravitz appalls fans for working out in leather pants and boots






Solar eclipse
Solar Eclipse
Experiencing the solar eclipse in the path of totality
‘What was the experience like watching it? Eudaimonia,’ one person who’d travelled eight hours to see the total solar eclipse in Vermont told Amber Jamieson.


	Spooked animals at Dallas Zoo freak out during solar eclipse
	Total solar eclipse in pictures
	Trump posts bizarre solar eclipse ad with his head making US go dark
	Post-eclipse hangover? Here’s the next celestial events


[image: <p>Eclipse chasers gathered in Vermont</p>]


[image: <p> Morgan Wallen</p>]
News
The rise, fall, and rise again of country superstar Morgan Wallen


[image: <p>British Foreign Secretary David Cameron and US secretary of State Antony Blinken speak in Washington on 9 April</p>]
NEWS
Trump remains tight-lipped on David Cameron’s visit and Arizona’s law
Trump’s presence was felt in DC this week, even as he stayed stewing in his Mar-a-Lago estate 
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News
New Yorkers turn to self-defence classes as punching attacks continue


[image: <p>Rihanna at the Christian Dior spring/summer 2024 </p>]
Fashion
Rihanna admits she feels ‘bummy’ next to fashionable A$AP Rocky


[image: <p>As Baltimore begins the process of planning to replace the Francis Scott Key Bridge, labor experts have pointed to how Latino workers will be the one who rebuild it. </p>]
On The Ground
Baltimore will rebuild, but at what cost? | On The Ground


[image: <p>Alex Garland’s new film Civil War brings the carnage of feuding political factions in the US to fruition </p>]
Features
Why a film about the next American Civil War is Alex Garland ‘hotwiring’ the zeitgeist once again




ON THE GROUNDBALTIMORE BRIDGE CRASH
Baltimore’s Latino community comes together to grieve victims of bridge collapse: ‘They don’t take care of us’
Mourners came together to honour the men at a weekend vigil 


	Baltimore bridge rebuilding ‘too dangerous’ after deaths, workers say
	Location of remaining Baltimore bridge victims’ bodies unknown
	Biden vows ‘we will not rest’ until Baltimore’s Key Bridge is rebuilt
	What we know about the victims in Baltimore bridge disaster
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MUSIC
The epic rise and fall of Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs
	Ashton Kutcher said there’s ‘a lot I can’t tell’ about Diddy
	Lawsuit naming Sean 'Diddy' Combs as co-defendant alleges his son sexually assaulted woman on yacht
	What are the allegations made against Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs?
	Diddy’s son accused of sexual assault after raids on father’s homes




MUSIC
The epic rise and fall of Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs
From Harlem to Hollywood — including the 1990s East Coast vs. West Coast rap rivalry, recent sexual harassment lawsuits, and the name changes from Sean Combs to “Love” — Sheila Flynn explores Diddy’s wild and legally fraught path to fame


	Ashton Kutcher said there’s ‘a lot I can’t tell’ about Diddy
	Lawsuit naming Sean 'Diddy' Combs as co-defendant alleges his son sexually assaulted woman on yacht
	What are the allegations made against Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs?
	Diddy’s son accused of sexual assault after raids on father’s homes
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[image: <p>Ismail Haniyeh</p>]
Middle East
Hamas leader says three sons killed in Gaza strike



[image: <p>One Tech Tip-Instagram-Political Content</p>]
Tech
Hundreds of creators plead with Instagram to reverse ‘politics’ change
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SPONSORED
Which HP Instant Ink subscription is right for you?



[image: <p>US Speaker of the House Mike Johnson (C) walks through Statuary Hall to the House floor</p>]
Politics
Mike Johnson suffers embarrassing defeat over government spying bill



[image: <p>US Speaker of the House Mike Johnson (C) walks through Statuary Hall to the House floor</p>]
Politics
Mike Johnson suffers embarrassing defeat over government spying bill



[image: <p>Boeing CEO David Calhoun announced his retirement for the end of the year </p>]
News
New Boeing whistleblower breaks silence about flaws in 787 Dreamliner



[image: <p>Former President Donald Trump comments as he leaves a pre-trial hearing during a recess with his defense team at court in New York on Monday</p>]
politics
Trump attorneys subpoena wrong ‘Jeremy Rosenberg’ for hush money trial





ANALYSISUS ELECTION 2024
What would a President Trump 2.0 look like?


	Who is Don Hankey? The billionaire behind Trump’s $175m fraud bond
	Trump has mystery chat with Saudi Arabia’s Mohammed bin Salman
	Trump’s Truth Social ‘propped up by businessman under investigation’
	Jill Biden snaps back at fears Trump could beat husband in election
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Lifestyle

[image: ]
Lifestyle
Influencer faces backlash for ‘wasteful’ and ‘polluting’ gender reveal



Lifestyle
Influencer faces backlash for ‘wasteful’ and ‘polluting’ gender reveal
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[image: <p>Brooklyn Beckham and Nicola Peltz celebrate second wedding anniversary</p>]
Lifestyle
Brooklyn and Nicola Peltz Beckham celebrate second wedding anniversary
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Health & Families
Paris Hilton reveals why she doesn’t post her daughter on social media



[image: <p>Women stressed to their younger counterparts that prioritising overall self-improvement is the key to finding the life and love they want</p>]
Dating
Women reveal why they chose financial security over love



[image: <p>Filmmaker Sam Taylor-Johnson and husband Aaron, star of ‘Kraven the Hunter’ </p>]
Lifestyle
Sam Taylor-Johnson speaks out about 23-year age gap with her 



[image: <p>Filmmaker Sam Taylor-Johnson and husband Aaron, star of ‘Kraven the Hunter’ </p>]
Lifestyle
Sam Taylor-Johnson speaks out about 23-year age gap with her 



[image: <p>Front row of shoes at Loewe’s Spring/Summer 2024 runway show </p>]
Fashion
Fashion lovers poke fun at Loewe’s new $1,450 ‘grandma’ shoes



[image: <p>A man and woman look at their superhero shadows.</p>]
Lifestyle
Researchers find that ‘superpowers’ are real 





[image: <p>Travis Kelce questions how he landed Taylor Swift: ‘She was not into sports’ </p>]
Dating
Travis Kelce says he ‘doesn’t know’ how he started dating Taylor Swift


[image: <p>Couple gets engaged on Delta’s path-of-totality flight during solar eclipse<strong> </strong></p>]
Lifestyle
Couple gets engaged on Delta flight during solar eclipse


[image: <p>Oliver Hudson </p>]
Lifestyle
Oliver Hudson says he was unfaithful to wife but ‘never got caught’


[image: <p>Mother and daughter arguing in the kitchen </p>]
Lifestyle
Mom slammed for grounding her daughter after she ‘ruined’ vacation






Culture

[image: <p>Tourist trap: Twins Owen and Alfie in the new series of ‘Race Across the World’ </p>]
Reviews
Race Across the World proves that travel is best without a smartphone



Reviews
Race Across the World proves that travel is best without a smartphone



[image: <p>Tourist trap: Twins Owen and Alfie in the new series of ‘Race Across the World’ </p>]
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News
Kevin Costner makes surprise comment about Yellowstone fate after exit



[image: <p>Margot Robbie and game of Monopoly</p>]
News
Margot Robbie to produce ‘blockbuster’ Monopoly movie



[image: <p>The late-night host Jimmy Kimmel </p>]
TV & Radio
Jimmy Kimmel offers alternative jury questions for Trump’s trial



[image: <p>Hugh Grant, Renée Zellweger and Leo Woodall</p>]
News
Bridget Jones 4: Renée Zellweger and Hugh Grant return with new stars



[image: <p>Hugh Grant, Renée Zellweger and Leo Woodall</p>]
News
Bridget Jones 4: Renée Zellweger and Hugh Grant return with new stars



[image: <p>Conan O’Brien and Jimmy Fallon on ‘The Tonight Show’ </p>]
News
Conan O’Brien returns to Tonight Show for first time since 2010 firing



[image: <p>Francesca Amewudah-Rivers</p>]
News
800 Black actors sign letter of solidarity with Romeo & Juliet star







Travel
[image: <p>Security at Dublin airport asked Realtán Ní Leannáin to remove her breast prosthesis</p>]
News & Advice
Woman told to remove artificial breast by security at Dublin airport


[image: <p>Staycation destination? Only if you happen to live in west Cornwall and visit the Eden Project for a day</p>]
News & Advice
What actually is a ‘staycation’? The verdict is in


[image: <p>Sardinia’s bright turquoise waters earn it the nickname the ‘Caribbean of Europe'</p>]
Italy
Finding the secret to why Sardinians live to 100


[image: <p>Stays in the ‘left-hander rooms’ start from £329 a night</p>]
News & Advice
Lefties welcome: UK hotel launches ‘left-handed experience’ package






Tech

[image: <p>Photovoltaic solar panels at a power plant in La Colle des Mees, Alpes de Haute Provence, southeastern France, on 17 April, 2019</p>]
Tech
Solar panel breakthrough promises record efficiency with new material
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Tech
Adobe executive says its AI is not trying to produce horror stories


[image: The World Cybercrime Index shows Russia houses the greatest cybercrime threat (Alamy/PA)]
Tech
Russia ranked top of global cybercrime index in new study
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Tech
Scientists reveal how the solar system may end
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Tech
iPhone designer and ChatGPT creator want $1 billion to build ‘device’


[image: ]
Tech
Google reveals host of new AI tools, including ‘instant polish’



[image: <p>A mock-up of Max Space’s expandable habit, which is scheduled to launch aboard a SpaceX rocket in 2026</p>]
Space
Space startup plans to launch ‘stadium-sized’ habitats


[image: <p>The Apple Vision Pro headset at the company’s Worldwide Developers Conference on 5 June, 2023, in California</p>]
Tech
Apple Vision Pro users complain of black eyes











Sport

[image: <p>Lionel Messi marks his return from injury with a goal</p>]
Football
Lionel Messi scores for Inter Miami on return from injury


[image: Royals Stadium Baseball]
Americas
After voters reject tax measure, Chiefs and Royals look toward future, whether in KC or elsewhere


[image: Real Estate Commissions What Now]
News
Rules that helped set real estate agent commissions are changing. Here's what you need to know


[image: Lionel Messi will be unavailable for Argentina (Nick Potts/PA)]
Football
Hamstring injury rules Lionel Messi out of Argentina friendlies


[image: MLB Diversity Baseball]
News
MLB sees slowly improving diversity in its youth pipeline, despite record-low Black major leaguers


[image: <p>Eric Ramsay previously worked with Chelsea and the Welsh national team </p>]
Football
Talented young Manchester United coach leaves for role in MLS



[image: New York City FC boss Nick Cushing, future Minnesota head coach Eric Ramsay and Charlotte FC’s Dean Smith (PA & handouts)]
Football
Eric Ramsay to join growing number of British coaches in MLS with Minnesota job


[image: Don Garber is excited by Major League Soccer’s continued growth (Lynne Sladky/AP)]
Football
Don Garber promises thoughtful approach as MLS bids to compete with top leagues
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